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Editor’s note: Many months ago we told you about
the struggle going on for “king of the hill” on the
presidential playground.  The Khazarian Zionists are
working diligently to get the Gore-Feinstein team up
and running for their camp.  As bad as he may be,
Clinton is all that stands between us and that disaster.
So you can well imagine the kinds of dirty tricks going
on behind the scenes on both sides—very similar to
what was portrayed in the recent movie Wag The Dog.

The following comes to us by way of Calvin Burgin
(wrldline@texas.net) and Conspiracy Nation (Vol. 23,
No.  25)  through our  News Desk wizard,  Dr.  Al
Overholt.

8/6/98    SHERMAN H. SKOLNICK

WHITE  HOUSE
TO  MUZZLE  PRESS

On orders of the Defense Department, the FBI’s Counter-Intelligence
Division psych-warfare units have been given full-active status to block a
looming cons t i tu t ional  c r i s i s  in  the  Whi te  House  by  s t i r r ing  up
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The  News  Desk
8/1/98    DR. AL OVERHOLT

THE  TEN  MOST  POWERFUL
TWO-LETTER  WORDS:

IF IT IS TO BE, IT IS UP TO ME.

—Bits & Pieces

* * *

CRIMINAL  CULPABILITY  CLAIMED
DIRECTLY  RELATED  TO  NEWS

MEDIA’S  INTENTIONAL  NON
DISCLOSURE  OF  CAFRs

From the INTERNET, courtesy of Lorraine
Gersic, 7/30/98: [quoting]

WHAT  YOU  CAN  DO

(News Media  Accountab i l i ty )
“Comprehensive  Annual  Financia l  Repor t”
(CAFR), more from Walter Burien on CAFR
criminal culpability claimed is directly related to
the news media’s intentional non disclosure

STEP # 1
Send the following Certified Mail to the

editor or CEO of the News Media close to you:

Dear Sir,
It has been broadly claimed that the general

news media may be involved with criminal
culpability based on their cooperation with the
intentional non disclosure to the tax-paying
publ ic  of  impor tan t  f inanc ia l  in format ion
relevant to local governments, City, County and
State.

The criminal culpability claimed is directly
related to the news media’s intentional non
disclosure or mentioning of the report provided
to them which shows the true and total financial
structure of local governments.  This report is
called “The Comprehensive Annual Financial
Repor t  (CAFR)” ,  a  repor t  mandated  for
completion by local governments by Federal
Regulation enacted in the year of 1979.

I hope this claim of criminal culpability
through non disclosure on the part of the media
is untrue.

I  request  that  th is  (News Paper ,  Radio
Station, TV News Show—replace with actual
names) make simple and conspicuous mention
of  “The  Comprehens ive  Annual  F inanc ia l
Report” as a measure to accomplish public
awareness of this report.  Additionally you can
make ment ion of  th is  Federal  Government
Internet site for easy access of the reports:
<http://financenet.gov/financenet/state/cafr.htm>

I request that this be done within 10 days
to help disprove the above claim and that you
notify me as to your performance in regard to
this matter.

Si lence on your part  in  regards to this
important matter can only further substantiate
this claim.

Yours Truly,
Name of Sender

Keep copies of the certified letter and record
the  response  f rom the  corpora te  media
organization noticed.  When the legal team is
structured, these certified letters and responses
therefrom from across  the country wil l  be
utilized in a class-action lawsuit against the
news media who continue their cooperation with
intentional Criminal Culpability towards non
disclosure of this report.

The individual senders of these certified
letters that follow the instructions as outlined
above, and upon a lawsuit being filed, upon
contacting the legal team, will be listed as the
first line damaged parties to this suit as well as
first line beneficiary of any monetary award
granted  and  pa id  by  the  news  media  tha t
cont inue  the i r  coopera t ion  and  c r imina l
culpability through intentional non disclosure.

In most probability this suit, when and if
filed, will be claiming several billion dollars in
damages from the parties responsible for their
Criminal Culpability towards intentional non
disclosure.

Subj: Re: “Comprehensive Annual Financial
Report (CAFR)”

Go to: http://financenet.gov/financenet/state/
cafr.htm

This  wi l l  l i s t  a l l  CAFR’s  tha t  can  be
accessed by the web.

While at: http://financenet.gov/financenet/
select the search feature and type in: GFOA The
first hit on the search where you see “Local
Governments”, go to it.  This is the Federal
regulation submitted in 1979 and passed in 1982
requiring local governments, State, County and
City to compile a CAFR.

There  i s  a  to ta l  press  b lackout  on  the
“Comprehensive Annual Financial Report”.

To corroborate the cooperative fraud taking
place  be tween the  media  and  the  boys  in
government (being that the editors of the papers
and network stations get a copy of the CAFR
sent to them each year but they intentionally
refuse to make simple mention of the report in
print or in the TV news):  Do a web access to
the major news papers historical editorial data
bank and do a key word search of all editorial
news copy between the years of 1995-1964—
thirty years!!  See if you find the mention of
the phrase “Comprehensive Annual Financial
Report”.  (New York Times, LA Times, Chicago
Tribune, Miami Herald, Philadelphia Inquirer,
etc.).   If a search is done using the words
“Budget Report” you will get tens of thousands
of hits.  Don’t you hate billions being spent to
keep you as a mushroom in the dark while the
“Boys” take over this country outside of your
view.

P.S. The mail rooms from the departments
that put out the CAFR reports keep accurate
records of those in the media that are sent the
repor t .   (Mandatory  record  keeping  be ing
because the reports are sent out for free from a
budgetary governmental agency.)  Confirm first
from the Government mail room that the editors
from the papers near you have been sent the
report since they were editors of those papers,
then call the editor and ask if he has ever heard

of  the  “Comprehens ive  Annual  F inanc ia l
Report”.  When he says no or something of the
like, you will know that he is lying straight to
your face.

Walter  J .  Burien,  Jr . ,  P .O.  Box 11444,
Prescott, AZ 86304  [End quoting]

Many people ask, “What can I do?”
There is enough possible monetary reward in

this even if the attorneys are out only for the
money that good ones will be drawn into it and
will really fight to win it.  Many good attorneys
will fight like hell for big chunks of money
even if they have to “cut” their “brothers”
throats.  So I’d say there is a very good chance
that something will come from this if enough
of you do some work by applying the above
information.

To me i t  looks l ike  a  very worthwhile
endeavor, but do your own research  before
going ahead.  After all, it is your own legal
money you’re going after and it could be the
one big stepping stone in helping to break the
back of the elite NWO (New World Order)!!  It
gives the individual a big part in accomplishing
turning this situation around.  Are you going to
turn off the TV and get to work??

Do you see this as a God-given opportunity
for each single individual to get off their duff
and get involved??

THE  “DELPHI  TECHNIQUE”
AND  HOW  IT  ROBS  PARENTS

OF  CONTROL  OVER  THEIR
CHILD’S  EDUCATION

From THE DeWEESE REPORT, by Tom De
Weese, President, American Policy Center, 7/98:
[quoting]

The technique of “consensus” is quickly
spreading into  use  in  almost  every  publ ic
meet ing,  including school  boards and ci ty
counci l s .   One  can  even  f ind  i t s  use  in
association meetings and private clubs.

It’s a technique used by those who want to
achieve a pre-determined goal  and employ
spec i f ic  tac t ics  des igned  to  crea te  the
impression that the whole body participated in
molding the final outcome.  In truth, only a
selected few made all of the decisions.

To fight back you must first understand
“what” is being done to you.  That’s why I am
reprinting an important article on the subject,
first published in The DeWeese Report, about
the Delphi Technique.  Though this article deals
specifically with its use in education issues, the
tactic can be employed to force an outcome on
any issue.

Also, I’ve reprinted a new article on the
“consensus” issue, written by Kathy Thomsen,
editor of The O.B.E Predictor.

Now, learn “how” they are doing i t  to
you—then fight back!

Tom DeWeese

One of the eight stated purposes of Goals
2000 is “increased parental  involvement in
learning”.  Yet parents have experienced a
strange phenomenon when they have tried to
follow the goal and actually get involved.  They
are rejected.

They are not, however, rejected rudely or
dismissed abruptly.  In fact most parents come
away from a school not knowing they’ve been
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rejected at all.
On the  cont ra ry ,  school  adminis t ra tors

openly welcome them, show them around and
bring them into their office for a friendly chat.
During that meeting the education official will
quiz parents about their interests in education
reform.  The parents will be asked if they are
a  par t  o f  any  loca l ly  organized  group  of
concerned parents.  They will want to know if
the parents are affiliated with a specific national
group or religion.

After the interview, a smile, a hand shake
and a pat on the back gives the parents the
feeling that progress has been made, that the
school is interested in their ideas and that their
concerns will be considered and changes made.
Yet it never seems to happen.

That’s because many school administrators
have been specially trained to deal with those
who seek to question the education “reforms”
that are rapidly replacing the teaching of basic
academics.  In most cases a school administrator
has no intention of changing anything the parent
finds troubling.  But he also knows that an
angry group of parents can cause trouble for
their plans.  His job is to keep parents happy
and quiet.  He’s been trained for just such a
challenge.  It’s called the “Delphi Technique”
and parents,  who don’t know they’re being
manipulated, haven’t a chance against it.

The Delphi Technique was first developed in
the late 1950s by the Rand Corporation as a
method to “forecast” the future.  Companies
used it to help make decisions in determining
product development and how new technology
would affect the market.

La te r ,  the  technique  was  per fec ted  to
literally dictate desired outcomes.  A panel of
experts was placed in a group session and
through a very subtle manipulation process to
separate  supporters  f rom detractors  of  the
official, desired outcome, they were brought
around to accept a predetermined posit ion.
Those who opposed the position were subjected
to ridicule, divisions were driven between the
two sides, until only one possible solution could
be accepted—the pre-determined outcome.  Once
this group of respected authorities had accepted
that position it was a simple step to dictate the
outcome to the rest of the market.

This is exactly how the radical Educators are
stopping opponents of Goals 2000 and Outcome-
based Education.  The reason the parents are
quizzed about their interests and affiliations is
to  de termine  i f  they  are  potent ia l  t rouble
makers.  If they are part of an organized effort
to challenge “reforms” then steps will be taken
to investigate, and possibly infiltrate the group.

Here  i s  a  sample  of  how the  Delphi
Technique is thrust on such a group.  At a
regular meeting of a parents’ group organized to
Stop Outcome-based Education, for example, a
new, “concerned” parent makes his appearance.
He may be a well-known civic leader that the
other members are excited to have on board.
His  presence  adds  needed  c red ib i l i ty  and
contacts to their efforts.

He sits and listens, and he watches members
as each expresses his or her opinion.  He will
begin  to  ask  ques t ions  and  p lay  “devi l ’ s
advocate” as he points out possible objections
to the group’s positions.  He warns them that
they could be perceived as too extreme to be
taken seriously by other community leaders.
He’s concerned because he just wants to see the

group succeed.  He poses as everyone’s caring
friend.

As he observes the group he begins to
evaluate the positions of each member, watching
for those with the strongest opinion and those
who may be  a  l i t t l e  hes i tan t  in  the i r
convict ions.   The weaker ones become his
target.  He begins to question the position of
the leaders, playing on the doubts or fears of
those with weaker convict ions or  differing
opinions.  Finally, he begins to drive a wedge
between them—always, he says, with the “good
of the group” in mind.

Soon,  as  a  resu l t  o f  h i s  manipula t ion ,
dissension breaks out in the group.  Its goals
become clouded.  Eventually it will break up
completely or take a radically different position
on the issue.  The outcome that the Educrats
wanted is achieved.  Their opposition has been
neutralized.

The Delphi Technique is used over and over
again on all types of issues, not just education.
It is the reason why change is rarely achieved,
why opposition rarely succeeds even though, in
the beginning of a community debate, it seems
everyone supports those calling for rational
change.

How can it be that with nation-wide hatred
of Goals 2000, it isn’t stopped?  How does
Outcome-based Education survive?  Why are our
children trapped in such an education nightmare,
unable  to  learn,  even as  the whole  nat ion
demands change?  The reason is because the
Educrats want it that way and they have the
power to neutralize any voice of opposition
through tactics like the Delphi Technique.

The Delphi Technique is used in almost
every college in the country.  It is used on
students to assure that they emerge with the
proper attitudes.  The Delphi Technique itself is
a very important component of Outcome-based
Education and is used on children in secondary
classrooms.

The technique is taught to those who are
expected to go out into the community and
implement  the  educat ion “reform” agenda.
Community leaders are recruited and trained so
that they can use their influence to promote the
agenda.

The technique is being used in almost every
school in America as parents attempt to use
rationality and reason to combat an education
“reform” program like Goals 2000 that fails to
teach children to read, write or add and to
subtract.  As children grow dumber, parents
want action.  The Delphi Technique blocks all
avenues of change.

With a smile, a pleasant manner, a hand
shake and a steel shaft in the back, parents,
who just want to save their children, are being
del ibera te ly  manipula ted  by  a  cont ro l l ing
monster  that  s tops  a t  nothing to  force  i t s
programs into place.

Americans wonder aloud why nothing ever
changes, no matter the outcome of elections, no
matter how loud the protests, no matter how
wrong the program.  To see the reason in
action, just visit your local school, voice some
objections and watch the Delphi Technique
spring into action—on you.  [End quoting]

Talk about being slick and slimmmmyyy!!
Now that you know how they connive, spread
the  word  and  go  to  work  cor rec t ing  the
situation.  Now you can combat their slimy
tricks!

How can we refuse these opportunities that
are being presented in CONTACT  to become
act ive ,  on  some leve l ,  to  tu rn  th i s  wor ld
situation around—so many that certainly at least
one would fill our desires to help??  There is
no excuse for us to sit and complain “there’s
nothing little ol’ me can do, it’s all too big.”

SOUTH  AFRICA’S  MAD
SCIENTIST  DOCTOR  TESTIFIES

HE  DESIGNED  GERMS  TO
KILL  BLACKS

From the  INTERNET,  <para-
discuss@tje.net> 8/1/98: [quoting]

This World is so SCARY.
Isn’t this SICK!  We all knew they were

doing this, but of course the government always
denies it .   I  wonder what other truths will
finally come forward!....—Louise

The former South African government tried
to develop a bacteria that would kill or make
infertile only Black people, the scientist who set
up the apartheid regime’s secret poison factory
said yesterday.  Dr. Dan Goosen told the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission that a major
thrust at the secret laboratory had been the
infertility  project.

“We realized we might not achieve 100 per
cent sterilization,” he said.

“It was not thought to get rid of all the
Black people, just to curb the birth rate.”  The
Truth  Commiss ion  has  been  l i s ten ing  to
evidence this week about the South African
government’s  secret biological and chemical
weapons program during the apartheid era.
Retired Archbishop Desmond Tutu said the
testimony was the most shocking he has heard
as chairman of the Commission, which has
taken statements from  hundreds of witnesses
s ince  1995.   “Here  a re  people  of  h igh
intelligence, coldly and clinically, in white
laboratory coats, working on things they know
were meant to be instruments of destroying
people,” Tutu said in an interview.

The infertility project was set in motion by
a message from an unknown source in Europe
c la iming  to  have  a  bac te r ia  tha t  could
selectively kill “pigmented” people, Goosen
testified.  The lead was never pursued when
officials  got  wind that  i t  might  be a trap.
However, the work already done on the project
at the Roodeplaat Research Laboratories had
made good progress.  No attempts were ever
made to harm Blacks as a result of the project.
He said the laboratory had also made poisons
ranging from cigarettes laced with anthrax to
beer, orange juice, whiskey  and chocolates
containing a range of toxins.  One witness
testified this week that a shirt infused with
poison—one of  the  too ls  deve loped  by
scientists—was given to a Black activist who
then lent it to a friend.

The friend wore the shirt and died.  “The
key was that a toxin should not be detectable,
but if it was detectable it must not be traceable
to clandestine application,” Goosen said.  He
acknowledged that he had been wrong to work
on the projects ,  but  blamed the hyster ical
political mood of the time for his misjudgment.
“It was a time of conflict.

“Communism was coming.  It  was total
onslaught,” he said.  Any researcher who broke
ranks faced possible assassination, scientist
Schalk van Rensburg said Wednesday.  “We had
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been told in no uncertain terms, if you let the
side down you are dead,” van Rensburg said.
Goosen was fired in 1989 after a falling out
with Wouter Basson, who headed the program.
[End quoting]

And many Black people,  for  temporary
money, fame and power, cozy up to these same
evil elite who have them high on the list for
extinction.  Don’t you think it’s time to wake
up and quit being slaves in the worst kind of
way there is—thinking that you are free all the
while.

ACTIVISTS  TO  PUSH  FOR
GAY  SEX  AT  14

From FREE AMERICAN NEWSMAGAZINE,
Aug. 1998: [quoting]

Fi rs t  England ,  then  the  USA.  <ht tp : / /
www.telegraph.co.uk>, Electronic Telegraph ,
Monday 22 June, 1998 Issue 1123

GAY rights activists indicated yesterday that
if, as expected, MPs [Members of Parliament]
vote tonight to cut the homosexual age of
consent to 16, they will launch a campaign to
lower it to 14.

A two-to-one majority is expected in the
Commons on legislation to bring the age limit
into line with the law for heterosexuals.  In
doing so, politicians will ignore last-minute
objections from the Archbishop of Canterbury.
Dr. George Carey and other leading Anglican
bishops said at the weekend that a reduction to
16 would send “the wrong messages” to the
young.   The  Bishops  a re  cer ta in  to  lead
opposition to the change in the House of Lords
and last night they were backed by the Duke
of Norfolk, the premier Roman Catholic peer,
who sa id  he  would  f igh t  to  over turn  the
anticipated Commons vote.

Tony Blair will lead MPs into the division
lobby to  back  the  reduc t ion  to  16  in  an
amendment to the Crime and Disorder Bill,
tabled by Ann Keen, Labour NIP for Brentford
and Isleworth.  The Prime Minister is one of
a number of Christians in the Labour Party set
to vote for 16.  Others include Jack Siraw, the
Home Secretary, and Chris Smith, the Culture
Secretary, who is gay.  William Hague, the
Tory  leader ,  i s  l a id  low wi th  f lu  a t  h i s
Yorkshire home, and his spokesman said he
was unlikely to be able to join Mr. Blair in
voting for the reduction to 16, as he had in the
past.  The spokesman stressed that he still
supported the move.

Although both leaders are in favour of the
amendment, MPs have been given a free vote
on the issue.  Most of the Cabinet is expected
to back the change.  The two who opposed it
in the last Parliament, David Blunkett,  the
Education and Employment Secretary, and Ann
Taylor ,  Leader  of  the  House ,  have  both
signalled a change of heart and will probably
abstain.

The plan to campaign for a new age of
consent  a t  14  for  both  he terosexuals  and
homosexuals was announced by the militant
group OutRage, led by Peter Tatchell, who was
arrested in April for disrupting the Archbishop
of  Canterbury’s  Eas te r  Sunday  serv ice .
OutRage’s demands for an even lower age limit
has angered other moderate campaigners who
fear that it could rouse peers to oppose the
measure when it comes before the Lords.

OutRage wil l  s tage a  ra l ly  outs ide the

Commons tonight and Mr. Tatchell said: “Once
16 is carried, we will be renewing our campaign
for an age of consent of 14 for everyone, gay
and straight.  Nearly half of all teenagers have
the i r  f i r s t  sexua l  exper ience  before  the i r
sixteenth birthday, most after the age of 14.  For
this reason 14 seems a fairer and more realistic
age of consent.”  OutRage is also demanding
other reforms, including the repeal of the laws
on soliciting, gross indecency and buggery.  It
is also seeking legal recognition of same-sex
relationships to afford gay couples the same
rights as all unwed heterosexuals.

However,  Stonewall ,  the more moderate
campaign group, said it was not seeking an
additional reduction in the age limit.  “Our
position is that this debate is about equality and
we bel ieve MPs wil l  vote  for  equal i ty ,”  a
spokesman said.  “Our agenda is equality and
there is nothing else on the agenda.”

Stonewal l  has  col lected 430 pledges  of
suppor t  f rom MPs for  ton ight ’s  vo te  and
believes that at least 370 of them will turn up
to ensure a majority in favour of the reduction
to 16.  It estimates that up to 170 MPs oppose
the measure, including many in the shadow
cabinet, but that with the outcome seemingly a
foregone conclusion, many of these will not turn
up tonight.  [End quoting]

Should this be surprising to us?  Our leaders
have  been  involved  wi th  ch i ld  sex  and
homosexuality for a long, long while, and as go
the leaders so go the nations.

THE  FEDERAL  RESERVE

From FREE AMERICAN NEWSMAGAZINE,
Aug. 1998: [quoting]

“The few who can understand the system
(Federal Reserve) will be so interested in its
profits, or so dependent on its favors, that there
will be no opposition from that class, while on
the other hand, the great body of the people are
menta l ly  incapable  of  comprehending  the
tremendous advantage that derives from the
system, will bear its burdens without complaint,
and perhaps without even suspecting that the
sys tem is  in imica l  to  the i r  in teres ts .”   —
Rothschild Brothers of London [End quoting]

This is an admission of the formula for our
enslavement by the crooks in high places.  Do
you think we will eventually prove the analysis
correct—or will Truth win out?

PHONE  ‘CRAMMING’

From THE JOHNSON CITY PRESS, 7/21/98,
[quoting:]

Hidden  among the  usua l  ca l l s  to  the
relatives, calling-card charges and a confusing
assortment of fees and taxes,  there may be
charges for things you never ordered—anything
from Internet access to phone-sex services—
billed to you by unscrupulous companies that
figure you won’t notice.

Cramming—so called because these small
charges are crammed into the corners of your
Pacific Bell bill  where you’re not likely to
not ice  them—is a  by-product  of  te lephone
deregulation.

With  hundreds  of  companies  provid ing
telecommunications services these days, it’s hard
to keep track of all  of them.  Pacific Bell
merely passes on the charges for third parties
and can’t possibly verify them all.

The state Public Utilities Commission under
current law doesn’t have jurisdiction over these
small, private companies.

Fortunately, the government is beginning to
respond to the cramming scam.  Last week, the
cha i rman of  the  Federa l  Communica t ions
Commission met with executives from the large
phone companies to discuss ways to clamp
down on fraudulent billing.

Of  course ,  the  bes t  way  to  s lam the
crammers is to be careful what you buy and
from whom.  If consumers were to read the fine
print when entering contests and listen closely
when they order something from telemarketers,
most of these unpleasant phone-bill surprises
could be avoided.  [End quoting]

One more reason to remain vigilant about
that for which we receive a bill.

COOPER  FAMILY
TARGETED  BY  FEDS

Excerpted  f rom FREE AMERICAN
NEWSMAGAZINE, by Bill Cooper, Aug. 1998:
[quoting]

. . .On July 2,  1998 Special  Agent Steve
Fillerup of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
approached the bottom of the hill and honked
his horn.  He attempted to entice us to accept
a document that he held in his hand.  We
refused the document and refused to enter into
discussion with him.

I told him he was out of his jurisdiction
and cited the documentation and Supreme Court
cases to that  effect  which we have in our
possession.  I told him to inform his traitor
supervisors that, “Tell them they stepped on
their dicks this time.”

Special Agent Fillerup replied, “I think we
probably did.”  He got back in his blazer and
drove away.

On July 1 , 1998, U. S. District Court Judge
Irwin (ADL) unconstitutionally and unlawfully
stepped outside the jurisdiction and authority of
the United States  when he issued a  bench
warrant for the arrest of  William and Annie
Cooper for not appearing in “his” court on an
unconstitutional and unlawful summons which
was NEVER served.  The United States has no
jurisdict ion or  venue within the terr i tor ial
boundaries of the State of Arizona except over
land that was ceded to the United States by the
State Legislature.

WARNING!!  Any attempt by the federal
government or anyone else to execute the
unconstitutional and unlawful arrest warrants
issued by Judge Irwin wi l l  be  met  with
armed resistance.  Any person who attempts
to kidnap our children will be shot upon
discovery.

We are formed as the Constitutional and
Lawful unorganized Milit ia of the State of
Arizona and the united States of America and
have made many public statements to that affect
since 1990. All  of these statements are on
record on tapes of our lectures and broadcasts.
These tapes are  dispersed in  the hands of
Americans across the nation.  By invading the
Sovereign jurisdiction of the State of Arizona to
attack the Citizens of the State of Arizona the
Uni ted  S ta tes  has  dec la red  war  upon  the
Citizens of the several States of the Union.
Therefore a STATE OF WAR exists between
the  Ci t izens  of  the  Union  S ta tes  and  the
corporate United States.
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We wi l l  be  Free  under  Cons t i tu t iona l
Republican government guaranteed to us by the
organic Constitution for the united States of
America or we will be dead.  This is the land
of the free and the home of the brave.

We have drawn our line in the sand.

STATE AND FEDERAL MILITIA LAW

Sources within local “policing agencies”
have informed us that the Federal Bureau of
Investigation has been put on notice by several
ranking local law enforcement personnel that,
“We will absolutely not allow another ‘Ruby
Ridge’ or ‘Waco’ to occur in Apache County,
Arizona.”  Glenn Jacobs, owner and publisher
of the Round Valley Paper, spoke personally
last night to the Apache County Sheriff. The
Sheriff told Glenn, “I have put the FBI on
notice that they are not welcome to come into
this County and harass the Cooper family”.

I t  appears  that  we,  Wil l iam and Annie
Cooper, have been targeted for imprisonment or
extermination by the federal government and the
Anti-Defamation League (ADL) for documenting
and sourcing the truth about the tyranny and
despotism of the Illuminati’s coming socialist
totalitarian New World Order.  We have worked
feverishly since 1988 documenting and sourcing
the facts of the treason being brought about by
the I l luminat i ’s  social is t  change agents  in
government, and through the activities of Secret
Soc ie t ies  and  organiza t ions  such  as  the
subversive Anti-Defamation League.   They
picked on the wrong People .   We are  not
criminals.  Everything we have ever done has
been in good faith and with reasonable cause.
We are not afraid.  We will not run and hide.
We will continue to oppose evil whenever and
wherever we find it.  We will stand and fight
whomever or whatever assault they may mount
against us.

I first learned of the treason taking place in
this country (and around the world) when I
d iscovered  the  p lan  named “MAJESTY
TWELVE” while a member of the Intelligence
Briefing Team and Petty Officer of the watch
in the command center of Admiral Bernard
Clarey who at that time was the Commander in
Chief of the Pacific Fleet.  The plan outlined
the implementation of all of the planks of the
Communist Manifesto  which began with the
graduated so-called Income Tax administered by

the f ict ion known as the Internal  Revenue
Service ,  the  disarmament  of  the  American
People through laws instigated by a series of
“terrorist” acts, the formation of a world police
force made up of the United Nations force
known as NATO combined with the military
forces of the United States and the members of
the United Nations force known as the “Warsaw
Pact”  which  p lan  i s  ou t l ined  in  S ta te
Department Publication 7277.  It documented
the intent to demonize and target Patriots and
so-cal led “tax protestors” through “Project
Trojan Horse”... and much, much more... [End
quoting]

It looks like Bill Cooper and his family are
in severe trouble.  Many years ago Hatonn tried
to reach through to him to help him along his
path, but he verbally—violently—turned him
down.  He and his family need our prayers!!

PARASITES  IN  TAP  WATER
CREATE  PANIC  IN  SYDNEY

Australian PM calls crisis ‘an
embarrassment’

Excerpted  from  THE  TORONTO  STAR,
8/1/98: [quoting]

Their  tap water  tainted by a dangerous
parasite that may have come from dead dogs
and  foxes ,  Sydney’s  near ly  four  mi l l ion
residents emptied store shelves of bottled water
while authorities tried to flush the system.

The prime minister  cal led the cris is  an
in te rna t iona l  embarrassment ,  and  of f ic ia l s
admitted yesterday they could have warned the
public sooner.

The parasites, giardia and cryptosporidium,
were found thoughout the city’s main water
systems Wednesday and Thursday.

Supermarke ts  repor ted  panic-buying  of
bottled water and vendors sold small bottles of
water to drivers at stoplights.   Millions of
people had to boil water to make it safe to
drink.

A hotline was inundated with calls from
people concerned they drank tainted water and
hundreds of people reported upset stomachs. The
parasites have an incubation period of about a
week, so any serious health problems were
expected to develop next week.

Giardia, normally spread through human or
animal fecal matter, can cause diarrhea and
other gastrointestinal problems. Cryptosporidium
is spread in similar fashion. It causes flu-like
symptoms and  can  k i l l  people  wi th  weak
immune systems, such as the young and the
elderly.

For  the  c i ty  tha t  wi l l  hos t  the  2000
Olympics, it is an international embarrassment.

Prime Minister John Howard told a radio
station: “Of course it’s embarrassing.  It’s one
of those unexpected things and everybody here’s
hoping it will be fixed up as soon as possible.”

U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright
and Defence  Secre tary  Wil l iam Cohen,  in
Australia for annual consultations with their
counterparts, arrived at their hotel on Thursday
to be greeted by bellhops telling them, “Don’t
drink the water.”

Craig Knowles, urban affairs minister for
New South Wales state,  said the public no
longer trusted Sydney water and the government
had taken over management of the issue.

Authorities admitted failing consumers by

not issuing early warnings to all residents.
Knowles  said an independent inquiry will

examine why only southern Sydney residents
were warned Thursday.

Knowles blamed rotting animal carcasses in
a  cana l  near  the  water  p lan t  for  the
contamination.  [End quoting]

One wonders whether the timing of this
“crisis” with the arrival of Albright and Cohen
was an “accident” or on purpose.

‘GORE  TAX’

From  THE  DAILY  NEWS, Los Angeles,
8/3/98: [quoting]

You probably didn’t  real ize  i t ,  but  the
Federal Communications Commission recently
created a new federal bureaucracy that has
imposed a tax on every American business and
household with a phone.

The purpose of this new tax is to raise
billions of dollars to fund an entitlement known
as “universal access”, which provides subsidized
access to the Internet to all public schools and
libraries in the nation.

This initiative clearly fails to recognize that
educational priorities are best made at the local
level—by parents ,  teachers and community
leaders—where the specific needs of schools can
best be determined.

With the public’s appetite for tax increases
and  b igger  government  anorexic  a t  bes t ,
supporters of universal access were forced to be
more creative in establishing this new federal
entitlement program.

By bypassing the legislative process required
by the Constitution to raise revenues, the pro-
taxers have shown callous disregard for the
pr inc ip les  of  “no  taxa t ion  wi thout
representa t ion”  and “publ ic  accountabi l i ty
through democratic elections”.  All for a cause
that should be (and is) provided by the private
sector.

The  t rouble  began  wi th  the
Telecommunications Act of 1996—a bill that
i ron ica l ly  was  meant  to  end  th i s  type  of
government regulation of the private sector.  In
it, Congress included a misguided, but limited,
provision meant to require telecommunications
companies  to  provide  such  serv ices  to
elementary schools ,  secondary schools  and
libraries for educational purposes at rates less
than the amounts charged for similar services to
other parties.  The provision has become part of
a program that has long provided subsidized
telephone services to rural areas.

Charged with implementing and overseeing
the entitlement, the FCC promptly exceeded the
discounts envisioned by Congress.  It expanded
its mandate to include purchasing computer
equipment, paying for inside wiring costs and
including other costs that most lawmakers never
intended to be subsidized.

To oversee the distr ibution of al l  these
goodies, the FCC has created three private,
nonprofit corporations: the Universal Service
Corp., the Schools and Libraries Corp., and the
Rural Health Care Corp. [Very interesting!  See
my comment at end.], none of which has been
authorized by Congress.

In order to raise the bil l ions of dollars
needed to pay for this entitlement, the FCC
instituted its own tax—completely outside the
purview of Congress.  This new tax, ostensibly
placed on telecommunication companies,  is

A Morning Prayer
Oh Great Spirit!

So far today,
I�ve done all right.
I haven�t gossiped.

I haven�t lost my temper.
I haven�t lied or cheated.

I haven�t been greedy, grumpy,
nasty, selfish or overindulgent.

I�m very thankful for that.
But in a few minutes, Grandfather,

I�m going to get out of bed;
and from then on, I�m probably
goint to need a lot more help.

�Anonymous
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predictably being passed on to the consumer.
In  an  e f for t  to  cover  i t s  t racks ,  the

government has done everything it can to ensure
that the phone companies don’t place a line
item on your bill advising you of how much
this new 5 percent tax costs you.  Nicknamed
the “Gore Tax” due to the vice president’s
active and vocal support of the program, many
Americans are still unaware it exists.

Not  on ly  i s  th i s  new tax  a rguably
unconstitutional, it’s unnecessary.  Volunteer
events such as “services” have been wiring
America’s schools for free since 1996.  Under
the auspices of services, hundreds of thousands
of volunteers and more than 1,200 corporate
sponsors have contributed their time, expertise,
and more than $25 million in equipment to
provide  In te rne t  access  to  schools  across
America.  Thanks to their efforts. 65 percent of
American schools are now wired for Internet
access.  Maine and West Virginia have already
achieved 100 percent access.

Apparent ly ,  the  v ice  pres ident  and  h is
supporters can’t stand seeing the private sector
and local communities combining forces to do
a job the federal government is convinced it
should do.  The way they see it, if there’s a
good deed  to  be  done ,  i t ’ s  the  federa l
government’s job to do it—no matter how much
it costs taxpayers.  The question is, How many
good deeds can the American taxpayer afford?
[End quoting]

I disagree, wholeheartedly, with the writer’s
conclusions.  The government never gets jealous
of someone helping the “people”—they get mad
because they aren’t  get t ing the money for
themselves and that the people are getting help.
Always remember, the government is not there
to help you but to help themselves.

It’s also very interesting that they formed a
medical corporation to help handle the money.
Doesn’t this raise a very big suspicion that
there’s a hidden agenda for this money?

CONGRESSMAN  CALLS  FOR
MORE  OAM  FUNDING

DeFazio Says Americans Don’t Have
‘Sufficient Information’ On

Alternative Healing

From HERE’S TO YOUR HEALTH,  by
James  R.  Tucker  J r . ,  March/Apr i l  1998:
[quoting]

Has  ‘alternative medicine’
become mainstream?

For decades, it was called “quack cures” and
dismissed by the medical establishment; now it
is called “alternative medicine” and has moved
into the mainstream—although still close to the
banks.

Rep.  Pe te r  DeFazio  (D-Ore . ) ,  c i t ing
impress ive  s tud ies ,  has  ca l led  for  grea te r
funding for research into alternative medicine.

Congress in 1992 established the Office of
Al te rna t ive  Medic ine  (OAM) to  eva lua te
treatments, collect data on research and training,
and examine the safety and effectiveness of
various therapies.

“Unfortunately, OAM’s mandate has not
been carried out ,” DeFazio told the House
Commerce  Commit tee’s  hea l th  pane l .
“American consumers do not have sufficient

informat ion  on  a l te rna t ive  therap ies  and
naturopathic medicine.”

The National Institute of Health receives
13.6 billion but spends less than $12 billion on
research on alternative medicine,  on which
Maercinas are spending more than $15 billion
annually, DeFazio said.  “This is a ridiculous
amount,” he said.

Congress created OAM because millions of
Americans now use alternative medicines, once
dismissed as “quack cures”.  One of every three
Amer icans  use  some form of  a l te rna t ive
medicine, according to the New England Journal
of Medicine.

A nationwide study conducted last November
by Interactive Solutions on behalf of Landmark
Health Care, a health maintenance organization,
found that more than 42 percent of  Americans
use some form of alternative medicine.

There  i s  ex tens ive  ev idence  tha t  some
alternative treatments are safe, and effective,
DeFazio said.

“There is  s ignif icant  evidence that  saw
palmetto, pumpkin seed extract and an herb
called Pygeum Africanum are far safer, less
costly and more effective than the current,
approved al lopathic  t reatment  for  enlarged
prostate due to benign prostatic hyperplasia,”
DeFazio said.

The current treatments, approved by the
Food and Drug Administration, are Proscar or
Finasteride, both of which cost about $75 a
month and cause such side effects as impotence,
insomnia ,  u r inary  t rac t  compl ica t ions  and
urogenital birth defects, he said.

“Numerous  medica l  s tud ies  conducted
throughout Europe demonstrate that the extract
of saw palmetto (serenarepens) is far safer and
more effective in reducing pain and swelling in
the prostate than both treatments approved by
the FDA,” DeFazio said.

“There are no known side effects associated
with saw palmetto and it is widely used around
the world,” he said.

A study by the National Cancer Institute
concluded that men taking vitamin E daily for
five years had 32 percent fewer diagnoses of
prostate cancer and 41 percent fewer prostate
cancer deaths, compared to those who did not
take the supplement, DeFazio said.

DeFazio quoted the study: “These results
give hope that a simple intervention may one
day help reduce a man’s chances of developing
and dying from prostate cancer.”

Prostate cancer is the most common cancer
among Amer ican  men:  184 ,500  cases  a re
expected this year with 39,200 deaths.

“A recent study published in the American
Journal  o f  Cl in ica l  Nutr i t ion  found tha t
cholesterol can be reduced when taking both
fish oil and garlic,” DeFazio said.

“For centuries, garlic has been used as a
na tura l  an t ib io t ic  and  a  powerfu l
immunostimulant,” DeFazio said.  “This simple
and low-cost combination has the potential for
preventing curable conditions and could be used
as an alternative to commercial products.”

But “unfortunately, it will never be approved
under the current process,” DeFazio said.  [End
quoting]

Here is another area where those who want
to make a change for the better should expose
their views to their elected representatives.
Somet imes  th i s  suppor t  p rovides  jus t  the
necessary boost to get something useful done.

NO  GOD-GIVEN  RIGHT
TO  PRIVACY

From the  INTERNET,  <para-
discuss@tje.net>, 8/1/98: [quoting]

What will be next!  Limiting how
many t imes we can go to  the
bathroom?  —Louise

Coalition for Constitutional Liberties
Weekly Update for 7/31/98

Volume I, Number 24

PENTAGON  OFFICIAL  REJECTS
PERSONAL PRIVACY

A WIRED News  a r t i c le  on  Wednesday
reports that a top Pentagon official said in a
speech late last week that no two people in the
world have a “God-given right” to communicate
outside the reach of prying government ears.

The comments made by Deputy Secretary of
Defense John Hamre to a gathering of Fortune
500 corporate information officers confirmed
that military officials were in discussions with
Netscape Communications, the maker of the
world’s most popular Internet web browser, to
create trap doors for government and military
eavesdroppers.

Hamre  addressed  the  ba t t le  rag ing  in
Washington over civil liberties interests vs. law
enforcement demands for more detailed personal
information and access.  “I personally believe
tha t  the  deba te  of  whether  Amer ica’s
government is threatening our civil liberties is
a fraudulent debate.  We’ve never proposed
anyth ing  tha t  was  any  d i f fe ren t  than  the
mechanism we use every day to balance privacy
versus law enforcement and security.   Our
police don’t break into people’s houses without
a search warrant [What a whopper!].  I mean,
we know how to do that,” said Hamre.

Hamre also made his case for the Clinton
Administrat ion’s  continued policy of  s tr ict
encryption software export controls: “We’re not
trying to block American business and American
product iv i ty .   But  I ’d  a l so  ask  Amer ican
business not to make a campaign out of just
trying to bust through export controls as though
somehow there was a God-given, inherent right
to send the strongest encryption to anybody in
the world, no matter who they are.  I don’t
agree with that.  I will never agree with that.
The last thing I’m going to agree to is that
American encryption gets used by terrorists
overseas without any effort  on our part  to
control that.”

Read the WIRED News article:
< h t t p : / / w w w . w i r e d . c o m / n e w s / n e w s /

technology/story/14098.html> Read the full text
of the Dep. Sec. Of Defense’s speech: <http://
jya.com/dod072198.htm>  [End quoting]

This is probably a bigger admission of guilt
by Big Brother than was intended.

TALE  OF
TWO  BABY  SQUIRRELS

From a  CONTACT reader ,  R .S . ,  7 /98 :
[quoting]

Monday Morning, July 20, 1998, was the
beginning  of  another  ho t ,  humid  day  in
Southeast Michigan.  I decided to do a bit of
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yard work in front of the house around 8:30
AM, before the weather got too hot and sticky.
Something in the front lawn got my attention as
I passed by.  I thought at first that a little
creature had died, but after investigating, saw
movement and two squirming little babies, dark
brown in color.  They looked like new-born
kittens, with rat-like tails, ears folded against
their heads, and eyes not yet opened.  I got a
cardboard box, lined it with paper towels, and
scooped up the precious babies. After taking
them indoors for temporary safety,  I  made
several phone calls to try to get help in caring
for the newborns. No luck.

Something, like a compelling nudge, urged
me to take them to the Animal Hospital a mile
away.  When I arrived, the staff immediately
identified the babies as squirrels.  This made
sense, as there is a huge red maple out in front
of my house, with a large nest over twenty feet
up in the branches of the tree.   They had
apparently fallen out of the nest and landed on
the soft, sandy lawn, two feet away from the
concrete sidewalk.

There was a  man s tanding  at  the f ront
counter of the Animal Hospital paying a bill,
and I showed him the two baby squirrels in the
cardboard box. I voiced concern about what to
do to find someone to properly care for the
babies.  He said he knew a lady who lived
about a mile from the Animal Hospital who had
a State Permit to do Wildlife Rehab. for birds
and squirrels.  This nice man offered to lead me
to her house, so I followed his car and we
arrived at this lady’s house five minutes later.

The lady told me that this was the second
time in a year that squirrels have babies, and
that they would not have survived if left out of
the nest, so I did the right thing by getting help
for them immediately.

Whoever said that timing is everything, was
sure right—another five minutes and that man
would  not  have  been there  a t  the  Animal
Hospital!  If I had not decided to work outside
that day, at that time, the baby squirrels might
not  have  surv ived .   As  I  wr i te  th i s  the
following day,  July 21st ,  I  am left  with a
“warm and fuzzy feeling” that I helped two of
God’s babies survive—and it’s been raining this
morning (not yesterday morning), so why did
the babies fall from the tree when they did?
“Sequence of events” is truly amazing—things
happen and flow smoothly as if  they were
meant to be—a certain day, a certain time, a
certain set of circumstances.  Thank you, God,
for using me to help two of your precious
babies, and for sending just the right people at
the right time to offer assistance!  [End quoting]

God looks out for his 4-legged creations,
also.

* * *

ATTENTION  ONES  WHO
SEND  ARTICLES  AND

CLIPPINGS

I appreciate the articles that ones send to me
very much, but please do not put marks on
them.  They make a lot of extra work when I
use  them.   I  scan  these  a r t ic les  in to  the
computer and, when they are marked up, it
necessitates a lot of corrections or, occasionally,
typing the whole article.  You can use “Post-
it” type self-sticking notes if you don’t press
them onto the printed portion.  —Dr. Al   

Follow-Up On CONTACT
Confiscation In BC Canada

Editor’s note: The Front Page story of our 7/14/98 issue dealt with the confiscation
of CONTACT by the Canadian customs bureauc-rats in British Columbia.  The following
is one statement of actions being taken to address these censorship shenanigans and merits
a general sharing as a good example of how the “little guy” can begin to “tame the
beast”.  The local victims must be the ones who file complaints.

Revenue Canada
333 Dunsmuir Street
Vancouver, BC
V6B 2R4 Canada

To Whom It May Concern,

I wish to dispute your decision, pursuant to section 60 of the Customs Act, and this
is a written request for a dispute regarding, one flyer entitled “CONTACT, Vol. 21,
number 5”. The regional control number is K27#1066 CU 062 510 658 CA, point of entry
Vancouver, BC, point of entry contact #9960/8113,604-666-3413.  This flyer is not hate
propaganda as you indicate as this information was written in the 1920s by Mr. Henry
Ford over a period of years, if you care to check your facts.  It is however information
that is appropriate at this time and has nothing to do with Jew hating, only with certain
Jews who are either not Canadian or American citizens or/and who do not act in the best
interest of Canada or America even though they may be citizens.  Truth cannot be illegal.
I do not hate anyone, however I do hate the evil acts of some.

If you do not reverse your illegal and wrong decision re: this flyer, we (including all
the readers of CONTACT) may file a class action suit against point of entry contact and
the appropriate governmental agencies.

You are not dealing with only one individual in this case.  We will make this a big
issue and contact all newspapers in Canada to review this material, as well as, send them
information indicating your confiscation of material that is legal and your violation of
our freedom of information and/or speech.  If you wish to make this a big issue please
go ahead and not reverse your decision to ban the importation of this material into Canada
and we will see to it that as many newspapers (including underground papers), periodicals,
and magazines in Canada receive the banned material and we will get their opinion or at
least make people aware of the material and that it comes from Mr. Henry Ford of the
Dearborn Independent (1920s).

Or if nothing else we will get the information you consider “hate propaganda”
contained in this paper (CONTACT) which was written by Henry Ford on the front pages
of every newspaper in Canada.  If you would like this information (possibly via a court
case) to be given to thousands and thousands of Canadians at this time, so be it, we will
rise to the task.

However, if you will allow us to read the paper that you know very well is not “hate
propaganda” we will not spread the information all over the papers here in Canada and
abroad.

This attack will help us to consolidate our position not only in Canada but other
countries as well.  We welcome the challenge and will ready our lawyers.  Thank you
for this confiscation it will give us a platform to get truth to the Canadian people from
Henry Ford’s journals called The Dearborn Independent.  I know the media has controls
but you have decided to give us a forum to get this information to many more thousands
of people, so these controls in effect have been taken away by yourselves.

Sincerely,

Garry Percival
P.O. Box 52
Kaleden, BC V0H 1K0
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News Desk Special Reports

What Is The
Blue Beam Project?

8/8/98    DR. AL OVERHOLT

WHAT  IS  THE
BLUE  BEAM  PROJECT?

From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin ,  <wr ld l ine@texas .ne t> ,  7 /29/98:
[quoting]

It involves two things.  A technologically
s imula ted  “second coming”  and  the  re -
emergence of new “MONTAUK”-type projects
that have the ability to take up a whole bunch
of people as in a “rapture” type of situation and
whisk the whole bunch into never-never land.
I ronica l ly ,  por t ions  of  the  holographic
projections have the potential for changing the
planet into oneness with God.  Unfortunately,
this operates on the premise that Man shall
somehow become God in  human form and
control other Men and dictate all actions and
thoughts.

The  ca lcu la ted  res i s tance  to  the  new
religion, the New World Order and the new
“Messiah” will entail human loss on a massive
scale in the ensuing “holy wars”.  The “BLUE
BEAM PROJECT” wi l l  p re tend  to  be  the
universal fulfillment of the prophecies of old;
as major an event as that which took place
2000 years ago.  In principle, it will make use
of the sky as a holographic projection screen
for space-based laser-generating satellites (star
wars ) .   These  pro jec tors  wi l l  p ro jec t
simultaneous images to the four corners of the
planet, in every language by region.  It deals
with the religious aspect of the NEW WORLD
ORDER.

The “sys tem” has  a l ready been  tes ted .
Holographic  pro jec t ions  of  the  “CHRIST
IMAGE” have  a l ready been  seen  in  some
remote desert areas.  These have only been
reported in tabloid papers, so they are instantly
rendered moot.  They can also project images of
alien craft, aliens, monsters, angels—you name it.
Computers will coordinate the satellites and
software will run the show-and-tell.

Holography is based on very nearly identical
signals combining to produce an image, or
hologram, with depth perception. This is equally
applicable to acoustic (ELF, VLF, LF) waves as
it is to optical phenomena.

Specifically, the “show” will consist of laser
projections of multiple holographic images to
different parts of the planet, each receiving

different images according to the predominating
regional religious faith.  Not a single area will
be excluded.  With computer animation and
sound effects appearing to come from the depths
of space, astonished followers of the various
creeds will witness their own returned Messiah
in spectacularly convincing lifelike realness.

The various images of Christ, Mohammed,
Buddha, Krishna, etc., will merge into ONE
after “correct explanation” of the mysteries,
prophecies and revelations are disclosed.  This
“ONE GOD” will in fact function as the “Anti-
Christ”, who will “explain” that the various
scriptures “have been misunderstood”—that the
religious of old are responsible for turning
brother against brother, nation against nation—
that  the  re l ig ions  of  the  wor ld  must  be
abolished to make way for the GOLDEN AGE
(NEW AGE) of  the  One  Wor ld  Rel ig ion ,
representing the One God they see before them.

Naturally, this superbly staged, full-scale
production will result in social and religious
disorder on a massive scale. Wonder what the
television transmitters of religious networks will

be doing on that day?
But before all this, they have to go through

four different steps in order to get to Project
Blue Beam.

1: The first step concerns the breakdown of
all  archaeological knowledge. It  deals with
staging earthquakes at certain precise locations
around the  p lane t  where  supposed  new
“discoveries” will finally explain (for them) that
the meanings of the basic doctrines of all the
world`s major religions are “wrong”.  This
falsification will be used to make the population
believe that all  religious doctrine has been
misunders tood  and  mis in te rpre ted .   The
falsification started with the film 2001: A Space
Odyssey, the TV-series STAR TREK, the STAR
WARS films, E.T., all of which deal with space
“invasion” and “protection”.  JURASSIC PARK
was to push the theory of evolution.

2: The second  step deals with the gigantic
space show: 3D optical holograms and sounds,
laser projections of multiple holographic images
in different parts of the world, each receiving
a different image, according to its predetermined
original national religious faith.   This new
“god” image will talk in all languages. As an
example, the Soviets have manufactured the
advanced computers and have programmed them
with the minute psychological particles based
upon their studies of the anatomy and biology
of the human body, as well as their studies on
the anatomy, chemistry and electricity of the
human brain.  These computers have also been
fed with the different languages of the world.

3:  The thi rd  s tep deals  wi th  te lepathic
electronic two-way communication, where ELF
(Ext ra  Low Frequency) ,  VLF (Very  Low
Frequency), and LF (Low Frequency) waves will
reach the people  of  the Earth through the
insides of their brains, making each person
believe that his own God is speaking to him
from within his own soul.  Such rays, from
sate l l i t es ,  a re  fed  f rom the  memory  of
computers that store much data about the human
being  and his languages.  These rays will then
inter lace  and interweave with the natural
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thinking processes to form what we call the
ARTIFICIAL TALK.

4:  The  four th  s tep  involves  un iversa l
supernatural  manifestations using electronic
means.   This  s tep contains  three different
orientations: The first one is to make mankind
believe that an alien invasion is about to occur
upon every major city on the Earth.  This is to
push each major nation into using its nuclear
capability to strike back.  In this manner, it
would put each of these nations in a state of
full disarmament before the United Nations after
the false attack.  The second is to make the
“Christ ian” believe that  a major rapture is
occur r ing ,  wi th  a  s imple  “p layed”  d iv ine
intervention of an alleged “good” alien force

coming to save the good people from a brutal
satanic attack.  Its goal is to get rid of all
significant opposition to the NEW WORLD
ORDER.  The third orientation is a mixture of
electronic and supernatural forces.  The waves
(frequencies)  used a t  that  t ime wil l  a l low
supernatural forces to travel through fiber optics
cable, coaxial cable, electric and telephone lines
in order to penetrate all electronic equipment
and appliances that will by then all have a
special microchip installed.  The goal of this
step deals with the materialization of satanic
ghosts, spectres, and poltergeists all across the
globe in order to push all populations to the
edge  of  a  wave  of  su ic ide ,  k i l l ing  and
permanent psychological disorder.  After that

8/8/98    DR. AL OVERHOLT

From the  INTERNET,
<bigxc@prairienet.org”> 8/7/98: [quoting]

Pope Absconds With
Barings Billions!

Longtime conspiracy researcher Sherman
Skolnick sounds off on the pillaging of Barings
Bank.   The fol lowing is  a  t ranscr ipt  of  a
recorded phone message issued by the Chicago
group “Citizens’ Committee to Clean Up the
Courts [CCCC]”. (312) 731-1100 and (312) 731-
1505.

Hi!  Sherman Skolnick, Citizens’ Committee
to Clean Up the Courts, 9800 South Oglesby.

Well, the Queen of England’s bank has gone
under.  What does it mean, huh?

Opera t ing  for  over  230  years ,  Bar ings
Brothers  Secur i t i es  surv ived  wars  and
depressions, and was supposedly “done in” by
a 28-year-old derivatives trader in the yen
market who has conveniently disappeared.  So,
was the royal British merchant bank killed by
the misguided “lone assassin” of world finance?
Oh yeah?!

Some write it off as merely another shot in
the  ba t t le  be tween  secur i t i es  t raders  and
merchant bankers on one side, and the “banker
bankers” on the other side.  Under attack are
laws in the United States prohibiting bankers
from being in the stock and bond business.
Others know it to be more profound.

In 1943, the Pope had an understanding with

the Western powers during World War II.  The
Vatican agreed not to interfere with financial
matters of the West for 50 years. They agreed
to protect the Vatican during and after the war.
The American CIA later helped arrange and
finance the mighty Vatican Bank, which became
interwoven with the traditional Sicilian and
Italian Mafia as well as the spook agencies
worldwide.

Well, just before the 50 years expired, the
Western bankers started their attack on Italy’s
largest, the Banca Nazionale de Lavoro [BNL],
owned in part by the Pope.  They claimed that
BNL secretly handles some $5 billion through
their U.S. branch in Atlanta.   Destination?
Saddam Hussein, the Iraqi strongman, enabling
him to buy exotic weapons disguised as “U.S.
agriculture loans”.

In 1990, BNL’s Chicago branch became
involved in a semi-secret, super-duper federal
court case in Chicago involving joint, private
business ventures of Saddam Hussein and his
secret partner, George Herbert Walker Bush, at
the time, U.S. President.  The case revolved
around billions and billions of dollars of oil
kickbacks from other Persian Gulf countries.
We [CCCC] were the only journalists at the
federal appeals court hearing in 1991.  The
three-judge panel was blackmailed into quietly
putting the case out of court.  The Bush Justice
Department knew about their bribery in 8 other
cases .   Wri t ing  the  cor rupt  dec is ion  was
Rockefeller agent Judge Richard A. Posner, later
becoming chief judge.

The Pope and the British monarchy have
been fighting around for over 500 years.  So,
two years ago, after the 50-year peace pact had
expired, the Pope arranged to zap the Queen’s

bank.   Bar ings  managed the  por t fol io  and
reportedly controlled the assets of the public
pension funds in Vermont, New York, Florida,
Minnesota, and California.  Billions of U.S.
pension funds are frozen, or endangered, with
the collapse of Barings.  The huge London City
bank, Abbey National, may also go down.

Barings’ American conduit is Northern Trust
Company of  Chicago .   Bar ings  owned 40
percent of Dillon Read, a primary dealer in U.S.
Treasury notes.  More sinister: the British royal
fami ly ,  th rough Bar ings  Bank,  has  been
involved in the Far East dope trade for over 150
years!  With the coming of “China White”
[heroin], however, the Queen and her dope-
laundry bank have been somehow “X’d out”.

The Barings Bank crowd know the secret
that Tsar Nicholas II of Russia and his family
actually were not murdered in 1918 at the time
of  the  Russ ian  Revolu t ion .   In  1974,  our
cha i rman [CCCC] and  o thers  wi th  us
in te rv iewed,  for  two whole  days ,  Alexe i
Romanov, who has substantial proof that he, his
sisters, and parents, the Tsar and Tsarina of
Russia, were not murdered as falsely stated by
history books.  Involved is $400 million in
Romanov fami ly  go ld  in  the  Rockefe l le r
banks—when gold was $20 per ounce.  If the
secret comes out, the Rockefellers would have
to disgorge billions of dollars.  [End quoting]

Anytime a big bank falls you can bet your
life it isn’t because of one single person.  To
accomplish this, other people in high finance are
necessary as cohorts.  Remember this isn’t cash
money. (It is computer numbers.) So how can
it to be used and controlled without cohorts in
high financial businesses?  We’re talking about
many billions of dollars.    

night of the THOUSAND STARS, HUMANITY
IS BELIEVED TO BE READY FOR THEM TO
ENTER IN A “NEW MESSIAH” TO
REESTABLISH PEACE EVERYWHERE AT
ANY COST,  EVEN AT THE COST OF
FREEDOM.

Aloha, He ’Ping, Om, Shalom, Salaam.  Em
Hotep, Peace Be, Omnia Bona Bonis, All My
Relations.  Adieu, Adios, Aloha. Amen.  Roads
End Kris  [End quoting]

I saw a picture on the Internet, that a pilot
took from a plane, of Jesus formed in a cloud—
probably from what is referred to above.

Hatonn has warned us of this in the past, but this
is a good description and it’s time for a reminder so
we don’t get suckered into the NWO trap.

Skolnick  Information  On
Barings Bank Conspiracy
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“commotions” and possible race riots.
(Office: 773-375-5741;
Recorded message: 773-731-1100)
Using little-known special teams, the Clinton

White House intends to muzzle certain members
of the press corps who  have put interesting and
incriminating details in their reports.  Clinton
White House senior advisor Rahm Emanuel, a
reported top operative of Israeli intelligence, the
Mossad ,  has  os tens ib ly  been  order ing  the
following on behalf of supporting Clinton’s
agenda:

1) An intensive review of the psychological
profiles of reporters assigned to the White
House .   Any so-ca l led  “ f law” in  the i r
background will  be leaked to press outlets
f r iendly  to  Cl in ton .   Psychologis t s  and
psychiatrists are being ordered to violate patient-
doctor privilege and to divulge files of past
emotional disorders.  Some are even offered
inducements (financial or career advantage) to
exaggerate any such “flaws”.

2) Pressed into service, at the behest of Mr.
Emanuel and his cronies in foreign and domestic
intelligence, are a group of special teams of FBI
Division Five, counter-intelligence, in the past
accused of “dirty tricks”, as well as little-known
teams of DISC, Defense Industrial Security
Command, once headquartered in Columbus,
Ohio and now consolidated near the Redstone

Arsenal, Alabama.  In foreign press reports,
DISC, in the name of nuclear facility security,
has  engaged in  apparent  assass inat ions  of
dissidents.

3) The U.S. Secret Service has been ordered
by Rahm Emanuel and other White House aides
to consider lifting and revoking press credential
clearances of certain reporters assigned to the
White House press corps.

4) The National Security Agency has been
ordered by Rahm Emanuel and others to quickly
supply  summar ies  of  a l l  fax  s igna ls  and
telephone voice communications of  certain
White House reporters.

5) Rahm Emanuel has ordered the head of
the Securities & Exchange Commission and the
Commodities Futures Trading Commission to
immediately order an audit and review of all
stock, bond, commodity,  currency, options,
futures, and related trading done by any of the
White House press corps on the select list.

Certain reporters are being investigated on
their trading patterns in these markets, as well
as  the  t rad ing  pa t te rns  of  the i r  ex tended
families, including parents, in-laws, and first
cousins.   This,  in view of al legations that
cer ta in  repor te rs  have  been  us ing  ins ide
information to profit themselves and/or their
extended famil ies .   Certain reporters  have
allegedly called their brokers from the White
House.

6) Rahm Emanuel and others have ordered
the Comptroller of Currency to immediately
require the review of accounts in federally-
insured financial institutions of the reporters on
the select list.  Allegations: certain reporters
misusing banking connections.

7) All communications industry contracts
with the federal government, such as military
games planning divisions of certain networks
(like CBS) are ordered to be reviewed, so as to
induce media  to  order some of their long-time
reporters to be reassigned to less sensitive
positions.

8)  Contac ts  of  Rahm Emanuel  on  the
Chicago  Mercant i le  Exchange  have  been
persuaded to turn over to the White House
details of trading accounts by White House
reporters on the select list, as well as their

extended families.
9)  Whi le  some Whi te  House  repor te rs

contend they have not signed national security
oaths, some media contracts reportedly have
embedded, in various terms of their contracts,
clauses that  can be construed as  requir ing
national security violation avoidance.

10) The elite group of Internal Revenue
Service, the Intelligence Division, has been
ordered by various present and past  White
House officials, not limited to Rahm Emanuel,
to  immedia te ly  review the  tax  re turns ,  or
failures to file, of reporters on the select list as
well as their extended families all the way to
first cousins.  The Treasury Department’s Office
of the Inspector General has been ordered to
review allegations of too-close friendship of
reporters on the select list with IRS agents,
employees, and  officials.  Allegations: certain
reporters  s ide-s tepping audi ts  through IRS
cronyism; non-disallowance of questionable
deductions.

11)  Rahm Emanuel  and  o ther  Cl in ton
off ic ia l s  have  ordered  the  FBI  and  o ther
intelligence agencies to immediately make their
files available showing any subversive past
histories of any reporters on the select list as
well as any of their extended family all the way
to ex-wives, first cousins, and such.

12) Certain portions of all this have already
reportedly been offered to Brill’s CONTENT
Magazine for possible future publication.

13)  Loca l  bar  assoc ia t ions  a re  be ing
persuaded by the Clinton White House, through
acceptable intermediaries (cut-outs from Mr.
Emanuel), to review the acts and doings of the
handful of attorneys specializing in representing
media  employees  in  the i r  cont rac t s  wi th
networks and affiliates—for example, the six
attorneys in Chicago specializing in such work.

14) Rahm Emanuel and others have ordered
a compilation of domestic relations matters from
the Clerks of various courts: divorce and legal
separa t ion  pe t i t ions ;  t ranscr ip t s  o f  cour t
proceedings that could be used to scandalize
reporters on the select list; statements of ex-
wives as to child and spouse support misdeeds
by ex-husbands; child violation misdeeds by ex-
husbands  or  ex-wives .   Also  ins tances  of
purported sexual perversions as shown by such
records; membership in questionable “cults”.

15) Media cri t ics,  through cut-outs,  are
be ing  of fe red  some of  these  de ta i l s  as
ammunition to use against reporters on the
select list. [1]

NOTES

[1] Late-breaking from Mr. Skolnick: In an
upcoming story,  “Psychological  Warfare to
Block U.S. Consti tutional Crisis”,  Sherman
Skolnick is reporting, in part, as follows: On
orders of the U.S. Defense Department, FBI
Counter - In te l l igence  Div is ion  super -secre t
psychological  warfare units  special izing in
domestic creations have been brought to full-
active status.  Target: to block a looming U.S.
Constitutional crisis centered on the Clinton
Whi te  House  through the  s t i r r ing  up  of
“commotions” and possible race riots.

For  re la ted  s tor ies ,  v i s i t :  <h t tp : / /
www.shout.net/~bigred/cn.html>

Let us please be civil and as always, Caveat
Lector [Caution Reader].    

Dirty Tricks To
Manage A

Constitutional Crisis
[Continued  from  Front  Page]
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Secrets  Right  Under  Our  Feet!
The  Grand  Canyon’s

Ancient  Underground  Caverns
Editor’s  note:  Those of  you who l is ten

regularly to Art Bell’s late-night talk-radio
program have heard, especially over the last
several months, much talk (rumors, claims,
denials, speculation) about ancient civilizations.
Everybody  f rom Egypto logis t s  to  Richard
Hoagland to Native American Robert Ghostwolf
have been connecting alleged recent discoveries
of secret chambers and artifacts and monuments
all over the world (and even on Mars) to these
ancient civilizations and have pointed out such
correlations as exist with Hopi legend.

In that same vein (the spirit of adventure,
circumventing cover-up by the crooks in high
places) we would like to reprint for you our
Front Page story from the 3/5/96 issue of
CONTACT which presented a narrative from
way back in  1909 about  explorat ions  and
discoveries in the Grand Canyon area.

This is a time when many long-hidden facts
are going to be brought out into the open,
despite the preferences of those dark elite who
prefer the truth remain their exclusive domain.
The Grand Canyon and surrounding areas are
as much a key to this planet’s history as are
the monuments on Mars or the yet undisclosed
secrets of Egypt or many other pieces of the
puzzle.  These are exciting times as the official
history books brace for quite a beating.

3/3/96 #1    HATONN

SPECULATION

You, as beings with exceptional gifts of
reasoning, learning, objectivity, choices and
emotions, have wondrous potential to reach
perfection.  Why?  Because you do not have to
experience being burned alive to realize that
you should not jump into blazing infernos.
Logic will often serve well your journey—but
logic  i s  on ly  tha t  which  i s  reached  in
reasonable objectivity.  It is not always accurate
in its presentation for if your ASSUMPTIONS
are not correct, the data imperfect—the logic
wi l l  have  imperfec t ions  re la t ive  to  the
circumstance.

Let us just jump off the ignorance cliff and
let me pose for you a question: “What goes on
under the ground where you cannot see?”  Do
you KNOW or do you “THINK THERE IS...”?
Do you think there are tunnels used by people,
etc., under the ground out of sight of your
eyes?  Why?  Where?  Who uses them?  Who

used them?  Does it matter a whit?  TODAY
IT MATTERS A LOT!

Man of today has built tunnel systems with
elevators, great technologically advanced areas
for living, for growing, for war purposes and
always out of sight,  top secret and usually
without good intents for the masses—otherwise
they would certainly NOT BE SECRET.  That
is today, you might suggest.  “But what of
yesterday?” I would counter.  And now we
come to the point of the original question:
“What do YOU know about the underground
tunnel civilizations?”  Oh yes, they are there
and  in  th i s  ins tance  YOU ARE THE
PRIMITIVE BEINGS.

You can now only  LOOK at  them and
real ize  their  presence as  KNOWLEDGE is
offered.  There are massive tunnels used by
PEOPLE cross-sectioning large masses of land
in almost every country of your world.  In the
U.S. you have even more recent HISTORICAL
proof of those systems as uti l ized by your
ancestors.  But do YOU know anything about
it?  No?  Why not?  The “why not?” might
wel l  be  far  more important  than the facts
involved here in this scenario.  DO YOU NICE
CITIZENS OF AMERICA KNOW ABOUT THE
MASSIVE CAVERNS AND TUNNELS IN,
SAY, THE GRAND CANYON?  Why don’t you
know about them?  Is there no information
about them?  No, that is NOT a good response
for  there  IS  informat ion about  them—that
information, however, never makes it past the
censors  in  these  current  days  of  enforced
ignorance .   These  are  THE TALES which
become legends and myths and are stricken
from the minds and memory of man.

Would it help if you have “proof” of, say,
these tunnels in the Grand Canyon?  Why?  Is
it not enough that I tell you about them?  No,
it is not enough!  This is why you need to face
facts and stop your mystical chanting to scare
away your conjured beasts—is it not better to
have a great big stick to defend self against the
attacking cat than to suggest reasoning with the
limited perceptions of the cat in mid-air-jump
upon you?  KNOWLEDGE is that “stick” and
if you carry that BIG STICK around with you—
the cat is not likely to get close enough or be
stupid enough to jump on you.

Before the turn of this century there was
plenty of information regarding the tunnels
beneath the area of the Grand Canyon and, in
1909, for example, the Smithsonian Institute

inves t iga ted .   I t  might  be  noted  tha t  the
Smithsonian was not much more advanced than
the Phoenix Institute so how dare you people
put down either one?  Do you not think those
ear ly  professors  ha ted  to  br ing  such
“outrageous” information to you-the-public?
Will OUR information forever be so “far-out”
as you deem it to be today?  Are there not
NOW, rockets?  Are there not things NOW that
were never dreamt of a century ago?  How dare
you  d iscount  and  bash  jus t  because  YOU
haven’t bothered to investigate and become
informed.  This is exactly WHY I tell  you
readers  to  never  mind the  enforcement  of
knowledge upon another—because force is not
of God and realization cannot be forced upon
anyone.  Information can be offered to either be
investigated, denied or accepted and, therefore,
you can OFFER and tha t  i s  a l l  your  own
obligation demands.  It surely helps to have
back-up information, however, and NOT JUST
YOUR OWN “OPINION”.

PERCEPTIONS

I would again caution you people, however,
in  tha t  your  INTERPRETATION of  MY
OPINION may well  not  be my perception.
Therefore, I suggest you always stress your own
perceptions as being “in my own opinion” and
that leaves you clear of having to express MY
opinions.  I will always give you resources with
which to back up any claims I might make.
This way you don’t have to concern about the
kibitzers and challengers.  The antagonists are
IGNORANT or, when you speak truth, they
would not antagonize to suit their own needs of
ego “bettering your input”.

Again  we can refer  to  the  tunnels  and
caverns of the Grand Canyon.  Why argue over
a thing when a little research would prove your
point and it would do so without need of rancor
or obsessive denial of your audience?  Let us
look directly at this particular subject and get
ourselves a bit better informed and the entire
lesson will gain us all better insight and offer
a line of investigation for the curious.

Arizona Gazette, Monday Evening, April 5,
1909.

[QUOTING:]

EXPLORATIONS  IN
GRAND  CANYON

Mysteries of Immense Rich Cavern Being
Brought to Light.

Remarkable Finds Indicate Ancient People
Migrated FROM ORIENT.

The la tes t  news of  the  progress  of  the
explora t ions  of  what  i s  now regarded  by
scientists as not only the oldest archaeological
discovery in the United States, but one of the
most  va luable  in  the  wor ld ,  which  was
mentioned some time ago in the Gazette, was
brought to the city yesterday by G.E. Kincaid,
the explorer who found the great underground
citadel of the Grand Canyon during a trip from
Green River, Wyoming, down the Colorado in
a wooden boat, to Yuma, several months ago.

According to the story yesterday to the
Gazette by Mr. Kincaid, the archaeologists of
the Smithsonian Institute, which is financing the
explorat ions,  have made discoveries  which
almost conclusively prove that the race which
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inhabited this mysterious cavern, hewn in solid
rock by human hands, was of Oriental origin or
possibly from Egypt tracing back to Ramses.  If
their theories are borne out of the translation of
the tablets engraved with hieroglyphics, the
mystery of the prehistoric peoples of North
America, their ancient arts, who they were and
whence they came, will be solved.  Egypt and
the Nile and Arizona and the Colorado will be
linked by a historical chain running back to
ages which staggers the wildest fancy of the
fictionist.  [H: Are any of you readers just a
tad more  interested  NOW?  Wil l  th is
informat ion be  los t  forever  af ter  the
“authorities” buried the openings within?
These closings came so long ago that when
one opened up from a “slide” a few years
back the  ent ire  area  around the  Grand
Canyon was  CLOSED to  v is i tors  whi le
employees were ordered to SILENCE.]

A  THOROUGH
INVESTIGATION

Under the direction of professor S.A. Jordan,
the Smithsonian Institute is now prosecuting the
most  thorough explorat ions,  which wil l  be
continued until the last link in the chain has
been forged.  Nearly a mile underground, about
1480 feet below the surface, the long main
passage has been delved into, to find another
mammoth chamber from which radiates scores
of passageways, like the spokes of a wheel.
Several hundred rooms have been discovered,
reached by passageways running from the main
passage, one of them having been explored for
854 feet and another 634 feet.

The recent finds include articles which have
never been known as native to this country and
doubtless they had their origin in the Orient.
War weapons, copper instruments sharp edged
and hard as steel, indicate the high state of
civilization reached by these strange people.
[H: Well, it indicates something but hardly a
“high state” of “civilization”.  War weapons
indicate the very presence of Earth-bound
human.]   So interested have the scientists
become that preparations are being made to
equip the camp for extensive studies and the
force  wi l l  be  increased  to  th i r ty  or  for ty
persons.  Before going further into the cavern,
better facilities for lighting have to be installed,
for the darkness is dense and impenetrable for
the average flash light.  In order to avoid being
lost, wires are being strung from the entrance
to all passageways leading directly to large
chambers.  How far this cavern extends no one
can guess, but it is now the belief of many that
what has already been explored is merely the
“Barracks”, to use an American term, for the
soldiers, and that far into the underworld will
be found the main communal dwellings of the
families and possibly other shrines.  The perfect
ventilation of the cavern, the steady drought that
blows through, indicates that it has another
outlet to the surface.

MR.  KINCAID’S
REPORT

Mr. Kincaid was the first white child born
in Idaho and has been an explorer and hunter
all his life.  Thirty years having been in the
service of the Smithsonian Institute.   Even
briefly recounted, his history sounds fabulous,

almost grotesque.
“First, I would impress that the cavern is

almost inaccessible.  The entrance is almost
1486 feet down a sheer canyon wall.  It is
located on government land and no visitor will
be allowed there under penalty of trespass.

“The scientists wish to work unmolested,
without fear of the archaeological discoveries
being disturbed by curio or relic hunters.  A
trip there would be fruitless and the visitor
would be sent on his way.

“The story of how I found the cavern has
already been recounted, but in a paragraph: I
was journeying down the Colorado river in a
boat, alone, looking for mineral.  Some forty-
two miles up the river from El Tovar Crystal
Canyon, I saw on the east wall, stains in the
sedimentary formation about 2000 feet above the
river bed.  There was no trail to this point, but
I finally reached it with great difficulty.  Above
a shelf, which hid it from view of the river,
was the mouth of the cave.  There are steps
leading from this entrance some thirty yards
from what was, at the time the cavern was
inhabited, the level of the river.  When I saw
the chisel marks on the wall inside the entrance,
I became interested, secured my gun and went
in .   Dur ing  tha t  t r ip  I  went  back  severa l
hundred feet along the main passage, till I came
to the main crypt in which I discovered the
mummies .   One  of  these  I  s tood  up  and
photographed by  f lash l ight .   I  ga thered  a
number of relics, which I carried down the
Colorado to Yuma, from whence I shipped them
to Washington with details of the discovery.
Fol lowing  th i s ,  the  explora t ions  were
undertaken.”

[H: Now, since everything is related to
everything else, how do you think some of
the  above  informat ion would  be
TRANSLATED?  When you take up a book
which uses common and ordinary terms of
the “day”, how are those translated, say,
some 2000 years later?  Let us just consider
ONE little insignificant statement that has
meaning to you NOW but how about 2000
years from now?  “One of these I stood up
and photographed by flashlight.”  Say what?
Does this mean that Mr. Kincaid stood up?
Was his flashlight a camera?  Do you get my
point?  When terms used at  the t ime of
or ig inal ly  putt ing  some of  the  great
“memories” to print—don’t you think that
one or two translators just might interpret a
phrase as to “different meaning”?  Man can
only relate to the things in interpretation as
they are USED in a given circumstance and
“time frame”.  What would be meant by
“far-out”?  What about “...and he lapped up
the...” or he “loved the prostitute” or “he
was queer” or especial ly,  “he was gay”?
Think upon this  because  you are ,  and
remain, people of the LIE until you awaken
to that which has come upon you.]

THE
PASSAGES

“The main passageway is  about 12 feet
wide, narrowing to 9 feet toward the farther
end.  About 57 feet from the entrance, the first
passages branch off to the right and left, along
which, on both sides, are a number of rooms
about the size of ordinary l iving rooms of
today, though some are 30 to 40 feet square.

These are entered by oval shaped doors and are
ventilated by round air spaces through the walls
into the passages.  The walls are about 3 feet
6  inches  in  th ickness .   The  passages  a re
chiseled or hewn as straight as could be laid out
by any engineer.  The ceilings of many of the
rooms converge to a center.  The side passages
near the entrance run at a sharp angle from the
main hall, but toward the rear they gradually
reach a right angle in direction.”

THE
SHRINE

“Over a hundred feet from the entrance is a
cross-hall, several hundred feet long, in which
was found the idol, or image, of the people’s
god, sitting cross-legged, with a Lotus flower or
Lily in each hand.  The cast of the face is
Oriental, and the carving shows a skillful hand,
and the entire is remarkably well preserved, as
is everything in this cavern.  The idol most
resembles Buddha, though the scientists are not
cer ta in  as  to  what  re l ig ious  worsh ip  i t
represents.  Taking into consideration everything
found thus far, it is possible that the smaller
images, some beautiful in form, others crooked
necked  and  d is tor ted  shapes ,  symbol ica l ,
probably, of good and evil.  There are two large
cacti with protruding arms, one on each side of
the dais on which the god squats.  All this is
carved out of hard rock resembling marble.

In the opposite corner of this cross-hall were
found tools of all descriptions, made of copper.
This people undoubtedly knew the lost art of
hardening this metal, which has been sought by
chemists for centuries without result.  On a
bench running around the workroom was some
charcoal and other material probably used in the
process.  There is also slag and stuff similar to
mat te ,  showing that  these  ancient  peoples
smelted ores, but so far, no trace of where or
how this was done has been discovered, nor the
origin of the ore.  Among other finds are vases
or urns and cups of copper and gold made very
artistic in design.  The pottery work includes
enameled ware and glazed vessels.

Another passageway leads to granaries such
as are found in the oriental temples.  They
contain seeds of various kinds.  One very large
storehouse has not been entered, as it is twelve
feet high and can be reached only from above.
Two copper hooks extend on the edge, which
indicates that some sort of ladder was attached.
These granaries are rounded and the materials of
which they are constructed, I think, is a very
hard cement.  A grey metal is also found in this
cavern which puzzles the scientists,  for i ts
identity has not been established.  It resembles
platinum.  Strewn promiscuously over the floor
everywhere are what people call “Cats eyes” or
“tiger eyes”, a yellow stone of no great value.
Each one is engraved with a head of a Malay
type.”

THE
HIEROGLYPHICS

“On all  the urns, on the walls over the
doorways and tablets of stone which were found
by the image are mysterious hieroglyphics, the
key to which the Smithsonian Institution hopes
yet to discover.  These writings resemble those
found on the rocks about this valley.  The
engraving on the tablets probably has something
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to do with the religion of the people.  Similar
hieroglyphics have been found in the peninsula
of Yucatan, but these are not found in the
Orient.  Some believe that these cave dwellers
built the old canals of the Salt River Valley.
Among the pictorial writings only two animals
are found.  One is of prehistoric type.”

THE  CRYPT

“The tomb or crypt in which the mummies
are found is one of the largest of the chambers,
the walls slanting back at an angle of about 35
degrees.  On these tiers are mummies, each one
occupying a separate hewn shelf.  At the head
of each is a small bench on which is found
copper  cups and pieces  of  broken swords.
Some of the mummies are covered with clay
and all are wrapped in a dark fabric.  The urns
or cups on the lower tiers are crude, while as
the higher shelves are reached, the urns are
f iner  in  des ign  showing  an  in te rs tage  of
civilization.  It is worthy of note that all the
mummies examined so far have proved to be
male, no children or females being buried here.
This leads to the belief that this interior section
was the warriors’ barracks.”

Among the discoveries no bones of animals
have been found, no skins, no clothing nor
bedding.  Many of the rooms are bare but for
the water vessels.  One room, about 400 by 700
feet, was probably the main dining hall for
cooking utensils are found here.  What these
people l ived on is  a problem, though i t  is
presumed that they came south for the winter
and farmed in the valleys, going back north in
the summer.  Upwards of 50,000 people could
have lived in the cavern comfortably.  One
theory is that the present Indian tribe found in
Arizona are descendants of the serfs or slaves
of  the  people  which  inhabi ted  the  cave .
Undoubtedly a good many thousands of years
before the Christian era a people lived here
which reached a high state of civilization.  The
chronology of human history is full of gaps.
Prof .  Jordan  i s  much en thused  over  the
discoveries and believes that the find will prove
of incalculable value in archaeological work.

“One thing I have spoken of may be of
interest.  There is one chamber the passageways
to  which  i s  no t  vent i la ted  and  when we
approach it a deadly, snaky smell struck us.
Our lights would not penetrate the gloom and
until stronger ones are available, we will not
know what the chamber contains.  Some say
snakes, but others boo-hoo this idea and think
that it may contain a deadly gas or chemicals
used by the ancients.  No sounds are heard, but
it smells snaky just the same.  [H: Can you
visualize this?  Fine!  Now you can realize
the  d i f ference  in  MYSTICISM and
MYSTERIOUS for this is a prime example—
when the LIGHT is shed on the interior of the
“cave” it will show what is within and the
speculation (mystery) is revealed—no more, no
less.  There may well be MORE mysteries but
as  each i s  revealed  the  “myst ic i sm” i s
removed.   GOD IS A MYSTERY—NOT
MYSTICISM.]

“The whole underground institution gives
one of shaky nerves the creeps.  The gloom is
l ike  a  weight  on  one’s  shoulders  and our
flashlights and candles only make the darkness
blacker.  Imagination can revel in conjectures
and ungodly day-dreams back through the ages

that have elapsed till the mind reels dizzily in
space.”

AN  INDIAN  LEGEND

In connection with this story, it is notable
that among the Hopis the tradition is told that
their ancestors once lived in an underworld in
the  Grand  Canyon unt i l  d i ssens ion  a rose
between the good and the bad, the people of
one heart, the people of two hearts.  Manchoto,
who was their chief, counselled them to leave
the underworld, but there was no way out.  The
chief (tnon) caused a tree to grow up and pierce
the roof of the underworld and then the people
of one heart climbed out.  They tarried by
Palsiaval(?) (Red River), which is the Colorado,
and grew grain and corn.  They sent out a
message to the temple of the Sun, asking the
blessings of peace, good will and rain for the
people of one heart.  That messenger never
returned but,  today at  the Hopi vil lage,  at
sundown can be seen the old men of the tribe
out on the housetops gazing towards the Sun,
looking for the messenger.  When he returns,
their land and ancient dwelling place will be
restored to them.  That is the tradition.

Among the engravings of animals in the
cave is seen an image of a heart over the spot
where it is located.  The legend was learned by
W.E. Rollins, the artist, during a year spent
with the Hopi Indians.  There are two theories
of the origin of the Egyptians.  One is that they
came from Asia: another is that the racial cradle
was in the upper Nile region.   Heeren,  an
Egyptologist, believed in the Indian origin of
the Egyptians.  The discoveries in the Grand
Canyon may throw further  l ight  on human
evolution and prehistoric ages.

[END OF QUOTING]

I would leave this here with a thank you to
Alain and Joye of Iowa for sharing with us.  I
would  a l so  of fe r  fur ther  poss ib i l i t i es  of
information:  John Rhodes, c/o A.W., P.O. Box
91034, Henderson, NV 89009.  Tel: (702) 434-
5091.

I am asked about what I might know of this
material as to factual, etc.?  READ SIPAPU
ODYSSEY!

Ah,  what  wonders  a re  he ld  by  the
Wisdomkeepers!  I would leave this writing with
just a bit of that wisdom for your consideration
and for the consideration of your brethren who
“know”.  In the works of Mathew King, Lakota,
“I t ’s  t ime Indians  te l l  the  world  what  we
know... about Nature and about GOD.  So I’m
going to tell you what I know and who I am.
You guys better listen.  You got a lot to learn...
God made everything so simple.  Our lives are
very simple... We’ve learned that God rules the
universe  and that  everything God made is
living.  Even the rocks are alive.  When we use
them in our sweat ceremony we talk to them
and they talk back to us.”  And when did you
last take time to speak to a rock to get some
“answers”?  The very history of the UNIVERSE
is held within the rocks and crystals of the
UNIVERSE.  Until you learn to ask—and then
LISTEN—you are not apt to learn very much at
all.

Is my pronouncement a revelation?  No, it
is simply “SOMETHING REVEALED”.  When
you learn the  DIFFERENCE we wil l  have

passed the greatest hurdle to knowledge which
exists in the pathway of man.  Perhaps it is
time to stop denouncing that which is unclear
to your perceptions, stand silent and LISTEN,
and we shall accomplish our mission of LIFE.

Little Crow: “We are linked.  We are the
universe in itself.  What we do as individuals
affects the entire universe.  Every thought you
have, every thing you do, every breath you take
affects  the universe.   I t  goes out  into the
universe and each and every thing is touched by
it and affected by it... Isn’t that an amazement?!
I  am affect ing the universe with my mere
breath.  With just my breath I am affecting the
universe.  For me to say to someone ‘you have
made me angry’ simply says to me I have made
myself angry.  To say to someone that ‘you
have hurt me’ simply means that I have hurt
myself.  If I hurt you, then I hurt me.  Your
pain can be shared by the universe and is
shared, only in a different form.  There is none
of us here whose suffering is not felt by the
entire universe,  by every animal,  by every
creature, by every tree, rock, grain of sand,
morsel of air, all feel your suffering and your
pain.  It also feels your joy.  You are never
alone.  You are not created to be alone because
you are  par t  o f  the  to ta l .   Every th ing  i s
connected and we’re all related and there is no
energy that can be separated from anything.
When people start talking about ‘I’m putting
you out of my life’ I laugh, because there is no
way you can do that... Energy is energy and it’s
always connected and it’s always related and it
will  always be what it  is—energy.  It  will
always be from the same place that  i t  has
always come from, the Mother-Father Creator.
It will always be that it is the Mother-Father
Creator.  It is the Mother-Father Creator in just
another form.  We have no privacy, brothers
and sisters.  The Mother-Father Creator dwells
within us and is connected and is all things, and
that privacy then becomes part of the same
privacy that I have within my mind, my heart
and my being.  We are all connected and what
is experienced by one is experienced by all.
The Earth and I are one, you and the Earth are
one, you and I are one, we are not separated by
anything—only our own thinking, our own fears,
our own prejudices, our own biases and our own
agendas .   We are  re la ted.   Remember  the
relationship we share with all things and with
a l l  people .   No one  i s  separa ted  f rom us
because of what they might be feeling or what
they  might  be  exper ienc ing .   They  a re
continually connected to us and relative to us
and we cannot shun them or put them aside or
out of our minds... We are all connected and we
should be capable somehow of dropping the
labels that have separated us for so long.”

May we always honor such wisdom from
our brothers and relations. And if you need a
bit of upliftment from time to time, try FROM
THE GATHERING, The Wisdom of Little Crow.
Ed: C.F. Clark, One World Publishing, P.O.
Box 9148, Fountain Valley, CA 92708.

I would rather, however, have you gain the
WISDOM offered and then, instead of trying to
run my business or that of, say, Little Crow—
remember the following (from Little Crow): “As
absurd as it might sound, finding my identity
is to remember who I was.  Remembering who
I was simply means taking responsibility for
who I am.”

Aho.    
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Sananda: Remembering
Why We Are Here

8/8/98     ESU  “JESUS”  SANANDA

Good evening,  my fr iend.   I t  is  I ,  Esu
“Jesus” Sananda.  (Sananda is a designation of
accomplishment which means “one with Creator
God”).  Be at peace and allow my energy to
center within and settle.

Thank you for your remembrance of me this
day, the anniversary of my birthing into the
physical some 2000+ years ago.  I came then as
I  come now—as a
Teacher  of  Higher
Spiritual Truth.  I am no
greater than any of you!
We are al l  magnificent
crea t ions  of  Crea tor
God—The One  Light
Source of all that IS.

I  have  walked  the
physical path many times
prior, on many worlds.  I
have accepted my Higher
Purpose  ( the  reason
Creator created me) and
it fil ls my entire being
with joy to assist another
in  f ind ing  the i r  t rue
spiritual heritage.

I  took  on  the
cha l lenge  and  the
a c c o m p a n y i n g
responsibility of assisting
your planet MANY thousands of years prior to
my incarnation as Esu “Jesus” Immanuel.  That
last incarnation was to show you each the true
nature and potential that lies (dormant for most)
within you.

Many of you still erroneously expect me to
come and somehow “save” you from physical
catastrophe.  Why would I come and interfere
with your chosen lessons?

There is no such experience as death of a
being (soul).  The physical body may have
temporal limitations, but the soul essence of
your  magni f icen t  be ing  i s  beyond such
limitations.  There is truly nothing from which
to  save  you  except ,  perhaps ,  your  own
ignorance of Spiritual Truth.

(For those of you who are questioning the
dangers  of  “sca la r” -beam technologies ,
remember that  within the Mind of  Creator
Source all is possible, even the reintegration of
ones whose soul essence may be damaged or
scattered to the ends of the universe from
experiencing such a blast.)

Your planetary species was on a collision

course toward destroying yet another planetary
body.  The first was the planet whose remnants
are what make up a great deal of the asteroid
belt between Mars and Jupiter, and the second
was Mars herself.  I could not bear another such
destruction of beauty, and thus I accepted the
challenge to enter the “karmic condition” of
your species—at the risk of being caught-up in
the compressive (and somewhat suppressive)
nature of your world.

Many have
long forgot ten
the  prev ious
c i v i l i z a t i o n s
e s t a b l i s h e d
upon your
g lobe .   There
were four prior
and  you  a re
e x p e r i e n c i n g
the fifth.

I have been
working  wi th
you ones
throughout  a l l
o f  your  major
g r o w t h
cha l lenges .   I
have been less
than completely
success fu l  on
each of the four

occasions prior to this one.  I have grown in
many ways as a result of my persistence, and I
am grateful for the opportunity to once again
assist you ones and your beautiful planet—a
great living being I recognize as Shan.

Many of you who are reading this have
joined with me in my efforts to awaken the
masses of your world to the true nature of their
spiritual heritage.  Some of you were with me
throughout each of the prior four attempts; for
others this is your first effort to help your
brothers and sisters to awaken.

This is no easy challenge, nor is it one for
the weak of heart.  For every five who have
agreed to participate in a physical role, four
have yet to awaken or are “copping out” or have
become distracted into the ways of the material
consciousness.  This is a typical statistical
average  tha t  has  been  an t ic ipa ted  and  i s
expected.  The mission is thus over-engineered
with this probability in mind.

Many of you who are “hearing the call”
are restless due to the physical pressures of
time and the compressive nature of your

physical environment.  I know well these
challenges, for I too have had to overcome
such l imitat ions  in  each of  the  pr ior
at tempts .   My last  incarnat ion la id  the
foundation for those of you there now, so you
would recognize  that  you too  have  the
potential ability to manifest skills as I did
then as Esu Immanuel (later erroneously
called “Jesus”).

Will you accept such responsibility?
It is left to be seen.  Many of you reading

this have been heavily influenced in ways that
you are not consciously aware of at present.
This is to say that the adversarial forces (any
ones  wish ing  to  cont ro l  o thers  ins tead  of
a l lowing  each  the i r  f reedom)  have  been
programming your present society for WELL
OVER 2000 years to believe in the lie that you
are helpless and powerless.  This long-term
effort is designed to keep each generation in a
very suppressed, low-frequency state, dulled to
the realization of your true potential.

For most of you, your programming in this
lifetime began as infants.  Your parents passed
on to  you thei r  l imi t ing bel iefs ,  and thus
influenced you and made you more susceptible
to further reinforcing limitations placed upon
you by others.  This is to say that you each
“feed” one another’s fears.

These are not trivial challenges to overcome.
Each of you should hold self in examination
and monitor closely the “automatic” responses
that seem to flow out of your mouths without a
conscious thought.  These are the clues, if you
but look, to freeing yourselves from the “karmic
wheel” of repetition.  When enough awaken,
and thus get off this “merry-go-round”, the
wor ld  wi l l  beg in  to  see  the  va lue  in  no t
a l lowing  the  cur ren t  c iv i l iza t ion  to  meet
destruction.

Newness comes by being daring and taking
a “chance”.  I put chance in quotes because, if
you are connecting within, the “chance” will be
far from a desperate action taken in fear.  IT
WILL BE A BALANCED OPPORTUNITY TO
BRING ABOUT CHANGE!

If your intent is aligned with the Godly
intent  to  he lp  your  brother ,  there  wi l l  be
enormous unseen Guidance and Assistance to
help you fulfill your largest dreams.  If your
intent is to somehow be a “big shot” and tell
someone: “I told you so!” or “Look at me!”,
then you will likely be stuck on your little
“merry-go-round” for yet another cycle.

The short-term “sacrifice” of being ridiculed
or called a liar and a fool is a sad reality of

Many of you who are “hearing
the call” are restless due to the
physical pressures of time and the
compressive nature of  your
physical  environment.   I  know
well these challenges, for I too
have had to  overcome such
limitations in each of the prior
attempts.  My last incarnation laid
the foundation for those of you
there now, so you would recognize
that you too have the potential
ability to manifest skills as I did
then as  Esu Immanuel  ( la ter
erroneously called “Jesus”).
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Wisdom Of The Rays: The Masters Teach

your world.  But, what is it that is really being
sacrificed?  The ego!  Will you ones set aside
your ego-concerns long enough to confront the
very ones who seem to love to taunt you and
make you “sound” the fool?

Some of  these  hecklers  a re  indeed
overshadowed by the adversary and
thus are working to keep you from
awakening  your  bro thers .
However, most of the hecklers are,
in  fac t ,  “pumping”  you  for
information that they so desperately
seek.  They do not want others to
know that  what  you are  saying
actually resonates with them—to
the point that they are overwhelmed
and frightened.  Thus they need to
r id icu le  so  as  to  re lease  the
emot iona l  anxie ty  tha t  would
otherwise overwhelm them.  You
ones truly live in a “backwards”-
thinking world.

I  say  to  you:  what  bet ter
environment  could you poss ibly  have  in
which to be challenged in such a manner?!  I
know the price and I know the rewards for
confronting this very challenge.  Was I not
ridiculed, laughed at, spat upon, beaten, and
eventually tortured and left for dead?

Those  were  a  very  smal l  par t  o f  my
experience in my last incarnation.  But, do you
not also see that some 2000 years later ones are
still trying to come to grips with the fact that

they allowed such an atrocity?
Many of the ones who did these things have

been weeping ever since.  It is time to stop the
weeping and realize that you helped me to get
my needed and desired lessons!  I am grateful
for the experience and knowledge gained as a

result of facing those challenges.  I hold no
grudge against anyone.  I forgive all actions
taken in spiritual ignorance.  I welcome you all
as my brothers and sisters, and I take no offense
if you reject these words, or me personally.

I  have  a  miss ion to  see  through to
completion.  I ask that you each go within
and seek Inner Guidance on a daily basis
unt i l  you f ind for  yourse l f  ( f irs t -hand

I have a mission to see through to completion.  I
ask that you each go within and seek Inner Guidance
on a daily basis until you f ind for yourself (f irst
hand knowledge) that you are always connected and
continually being Guided.

YOUR WORLD IS JUST READY TO ENTER
INTO A NEW PHASE OF AWAKENING, AND
THESE LAST SEVERAL THOUSAND YEARS
HAVE BEEN IN PREPARATION FOR THIS
AWAKENING.

knowledge) that you are always connected
and continually being Guided.

YOUR WORLD IS JUST READY TO
ENTER INTO A NEW PHASE OF
AWAKENING,  AND THESE LAST
SEVERAL THOUSAND YEARS HAVE

BEEN IN
PREPARATION FOR
THIS AWAKENING.

The Div ine
Guidance  of  Crea tor
God (Fa ther -Mother
Source) has made this
miracle possible.  Give
thanks for yet another
opportunity to “get it
RIGHT”!! !   I  am
always ready to assist
any and all who wish
to  par t ic ipa te  in  the
endeavors of awakening
our “sleepy” brothers
and s is ters .   I f  your
intent is in alignment

with this goal, I will always respond to the
sincere request for help.

I  am Esu  “Jesus”  Sananda .   I  am the
Golden-White Light which wells up from within
and is expressed as pure Love.  I am your
brother—NOT your God.  Go within and take
my “hand” and I will guide you to the “water”
that will quench the “thirst” of your soul.

Blessings to you all.  Salu!    
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